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Second bookstore adds options
University-run store
opens on Main Street
the city's commercial center.
"The desire of the University
The newest business in down- is to become more involved in
town Bowling Green is a familiar the community and support
the downtown revitalization,"
face in a new place.
Preparations are nearly com- Nelson said.
University officials searched
plete for the debut of BGSU
on Main, an offshoot of the over a year for a suitable propUniversity Bookstore located on erty, and finally found one when
South Main Street downtown. the Beyond 2000 ice-cream shop
The store will sell University- closed last winter. Lease negotiathemed apparel and gifts, as well tions began withTed Stechschulte.
as distance-learning textbooks property owner and two-time
Bowling Green alumnus, and the
and tickets to campus events.
Management hopes to open University assumed control of
the new venue Friday, to capi- the pace in July.
From there. University staff and
talize on increased traffic from
this weekend's Black Swamp outside contractors have worked
to convert the former restaurant
Arts Festival.
The retail outlet is designed into an operational retail space.
Included in the transformation
to reach alumni and members
of the local community who do is the incorporation of new technot often visit the bookstore's nologies, among them an electronic-ticketing system that will
campus location.
"We have to do something for allow customers to visit BGSU
those people, because they are on Main for passes to University
not necessarily coming to cam- sporting events, theatrical propus," said leff Nelson, director of ductions and other campus
happenings.
the University Bookstore.
At approximately 1.500-square
BGSU on Main represents the
1 Iniversity's first retail presence in feet, BGSU on Main is similar in
By Zach Herman

SENIOR REPORTER

of BG Signature Foods, a collection of locally produced snack
items. As part of that promotion,
BGSU on Main will sell Findlayproduced Duetch's ice cream, the
only retailer outside that city to
carry the brand.
The selection of products also
was chosen through the management's desire to complement,
rather than compete with, other
downtown businesses.
"We tried to pick merchandise
categories that would not significantly affect other merchants
downtown," Nelson said.
This philosophy also led developers to decide against accepting debits from BG City Bucks
accounts.That program, required
by state law, was introduced this
summer in an attempt to direct a
larger portion of student expenditures away from University
shopping and dining options
and toward local businesses. The
store also will not allow purchases on the BiG Charge, the student
credit card administered by the
University Bursar's office for use
nan McRoberts BG N**<
at the campus bookstore.
ALMOST READY: The University gets ready to open a bookstore on Main Street. It's set to open this Friday.
University officials expect
The store was created with off-campus students in mind, because for many it's closer than campus.
a positive reaction to the new
store, but Nelson says BGSU on
size to the Peregrine Shop con- and the selection of merchan- give BGSU on Main a distinctive Main has different goals than
flavor.
dise,
management
must
be
crevenience store in the Union, and
In addition to University cloth- most new businesses. The project
more than 90 percent smaller ative with its choice of products.
than the University Bookstore. As Therefore, the store wUl feature ing, gifts and accessories, the
BOOKSTORE. PAGE 2
a result of the space constraints unique offerings designed to boutique will also feature an array

Home

away from

Home

Freshman often find themselves missing comforts they
left behind, Counseling Center offers help
B» Allison Halco
REPORTER

As the newness of die school
year wears off and class
schedules become more
routine, students may find themselves missing home a little more
than usual. For students like
these, the Counseling Center is
here to help.
The Counseling Center sees
an increase of homesick students
near the beginning of every year,
according to Dr. Rebecca Conrad
Davenport, counseling psychologist at the center. Davenport said
that feeling homesick is completely normal, especially for
first-year students.
"It's one of the most common experiences when we are
presented with a new situation,"
Davenport said.
This feeling is often experienced in the beginning of the
year, 'although not necessarily
in the very first week of classes.
Sometimes, as students become
more used to campus life and less
excited by the new opportunities it presents to them, the more
likely homesickness is to set in.
However, homesickness does
not only appear in freshman -

Tips to help deal with anxiety after
leaving home:
1. Acknowledge how you are feeling.
2. Remember that many other students are sharing similar feelings.
3. Talk with an older sibling, friend or student who has gone away
from homo.
4. Put up some photos of home, family and friends on your bulletin
board. Mix the photos with photos of your favorite campus buildings,
activities or events and new friends you are making at BGSU.
5. Get to know the Bowling Green. Share what you have learned with
family and friends back home.
6. Remember to get enough food and sleep.
7. Consider getting more exercise by using the Rec Center.
8. Seek some involvement in a student organization or activity.
9. Keep in touch with the people back home but place a limit on :
telephone usage.
10. Set up e-mail connections with friends at other colleges and
universities. Share your experiences.
11. Give yourself time to adjust. If your feelings of homesickness or ,
sadness persist or interfere with academic performance or social
relationships, consider talking with a counselor in the :
Counseling Center.
upperclassmen can experience it, talking with another person about
too. This is often due to a change how you are feeling," Davenport
in the students' situation that said.
Davenport said it is important
leads to a student feeling isolated,
whether it be moving off-campus for homesick students to connect
with others in dealing with their
or having familiar friends leave.
The best way to deal with feel- transition because it gives them a
ings of homesickness, Davenport sense of universality, that they are
said, is talking to someone.
HOMESICK, PAGE 2
"There is no substitute for

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

UDS out of financial hole

for the other dining centers on mented last fall. UDS tried
campus, some of which to ease tensions this year by
After a long and strenuous fis- incurred thousands of dollars a increasing Flexfunds for the
minimum meal plan from $75
cal year 2003 that saw a debt of mondi in losses.
to $100 and allowing
Finan,
who
close to $1 million, university
2003:
unused money to carry
dining services is finally out of entered her position
University
over from semester to
the red and already planning in 2003 in the midst
Dining Services
semester.
ways to improve eating on of the financial crisis,
in nearly $1
While the students
said it was a combicampus.
million debt.
detested having to eat
"I'm feeling very good about nation of the hardaway from the Nest
the future,'1 said Gail Finan, working faculty and
2004:
once their money ran
innovative programs
director of UDS.
UDS is now in
out, business at the
Included in die prospective that helped turn the
the clear.
other dining centers
plans that have Finan so excit- economic situation
returned to normal.
ed are the highly anticipated of UDS around so
Source i Gad Finan.
Not every restaurant
arrival of Starbucks, a new din- quickly.
UDS director
on campus benefited,
Other contributing
ing center in the Ilarshman
however. Wendy's in
quadrangle and a "major" factors included the
renovation of McDonald success of the Falcon football the Union, for example, has
team, whose longevity last sea- been losing money because of
Dining Center.
UDS is also beginning the son provided lots of business Flexfunds — especially during
process of putting money for the UDS catering service the final weeks of a semester
back into reserve funds that and Flexfunds. the infamous when many students have only
were nearly depleted to off- program that forced students regular funds left on their meal
set the heavy losses incurred to purchase food at other din- plans, according to Wendy's
owner, Becky Williams.
by the opening of the Bowen- ing centers.
As a result, Williams will have
"It succeeded in doing what it
Thompson Student Union
needed to do," Finan said about to cut back on food donations
in 2002.
her restaurant made last year for
When the Union opened, stu- the program.
By allowing only a portion various events around campus.
dents flooded its Falcon's Nest
food court for the wide variety of a student's food plan to be She still plans to give money
of tasty treats available. This spent at the Union, Flexfunds to Dance Marathon, though,
immediate and lasting surge created a campus-wide stir and hopes to top last year's
in business was devastating from die moment it was imple- contribution of over $3,000.
By Adam Wright
REPORTER

Native gardens flourish at University
By Sarah Cox
GUEST REPORTER

A once brown, unplanted area
of land between Shatzel Hall
and the BTSU parking lot has
been transformed into a native
prairie garden.
"We didn't go out seeking a garden, it just turned out to be a good
spot," Holly Myers-Jones, director
of Environmental Programs, said.
Environmental
Programs
moved into Shatzel Hall last year
and later took the land — vdid
of plants — on as a native prairie
restoration project.
The soil was rich in sand, causing regular grasses to fail. The
Bowling Green area originally

had sand ridges at higher elevations before settlers drained the
Black Swamp that surrounded
Bowling Green.
The Center for Environmental
Programs created the garden in
collaboration with the Grounds
Department and a native
prairie specialist.
"I think it is a good example of
how we are going to make BGSU
a more sustainable community
by doing it in collaboration with
other departments on campus,"
Myers-lones said. "When we took
it to grounds, I think that's when it
really got tied into the sustainabilHATIVE GARDEN. PAGE 2
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AT HOME The plants above are part ot a
new garden behind ShatreJ made of natural
praine plants - native to Itorthem Oho.
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Death toll in Iraq grim, reaches 1000
Persian Gulf War. And this lime.
the vast majority of U.S. deaths
Their races, smiling 01 solemn, — all but 138—came after major
combat operations were declared
are all loo familiar in our news
papers and mi television. Theii over. "Mission Accomplished,"
n,lines sound a somber roll read a banner on the aircraft carc.ill
Smith, Falaniko, Ramos, rier where President Hush spoke
i ,v
a roster thai serins to cm May 1,2003.
Sixteen months later, the fightgrow dally.
u.s. rnilitarj deaths in the ing pies on. So do the funerals.
The lengthening casualty rasir.K| campaign passed 1,000
ter reflects a front line thai shifted
yesterday
1 he troops lost are suns and from sandy deserts to shadowy
daughters 60m dry streets and streets, a stubborn insurgenruralhamlets. rheyareteenswho cy, a conflict far bloodier than
went iiiini senior proms to boot many expected.
Hack home, there is another
camp ami battle, and middle
aged family men who put aside growing count Towns that lost
retirement and grandchildren for future firefighters and policemen, churches left without
the dangers ofa war zone
What the; share is they will not Sundaj school teachers, families
where infants will never meet
see home again.
What dues the numbei mean'' their dads.
"Its almost like losing a comOn D-Day alone, more Americans
lost theii lives. Ai the peak ol munity," says Luis Pi/zini. an
Vietnam, hundreds of US. troops educator in San Diego, Texas,
were dying each week. And in just [wo ol his former students died
1 ne Septembei morning three in Iraq.
Ruben Valde/., 21, and lose
years ago, 2.792 people perished
when two towers crumbled to Amando Perez, 22, grew up on
I he same block.
the streets ol New York.
Now, the two young men lie
Still, 1,000 is a grim milestone
[he conflict inbaq has claimed buried a few feet apart.
I he fallen arc an American
almost three times the number
of Americans lost in the entire
By Sharon Cohen and Pauline Arrillaga
IHE ASSOCIAIfO PRESS

BGSU couselors
here for students

The youngest was just 18. The
oldest, 59. More than half had not
seen their 30th birthday, according to an Associated Press analysis
at Department ol Defense statistics for those who died since the
war started on March 19,2003.
The number of troops who
have died reached 998 on
luesday; three civilians working for the Pentagon also have
been killed In the war. The tally
was compiled by AP based on
Pentagon records, AP reporting from Iraq, and reports from
soldiers' families.
Of those who have died, 97
percent were men; about two
dozen were women. While more
than 600 were white, others
were black, 1 lispanic. Asian and
American Indian.
There were kids who had never
fired a shot at an enemy, and
veterans of Desert Storm, Bosnia,
Kosovo — even Vietnam.
They hailed from the urban
bustle of Chicago, New York and
Houston, as well as the cornfields
of Silvana. Wash., and the coal
mine country of Vaniey. W.Va. —
and from every state but Alaska.
They represented U.S. territories, and more than three dozen
were bom in foreign countries.

including Thailand. India and
Poland. While many had been
naturalized, at least 10 died
reaching for their vision of the
American dream: to become
U.S. citizens.
Army Pfc. Diego Rincon, a
native of Colombia, was among
them. After he was killed in a suicide bombing, his father, lorge,
lobbied Congress, which passed
legislation giving posthumous
citizenship to his 19-year-old son
and other foreign-bom soldiers
killed in battle.
lose Gutierrez grew up an
orphan in Guatemala, crossed
the border illegally, obtained
a visa, graduated from high
school, and eventually became
a Marine. At age 28, the lance
corporal was buried in his native
land, an American flag covering
his casket
In a poem called "I-etter to
God," Gutierrez once wrote:
"Thank you for what I have... for
my dreams that don't die."
About 70 percent were killed
in action, and there were more
than 160 accidental deatiis, many
involving vehicles.
Yet numbers are only part of
the story.
Those who died were as

different as they were the same:
There were homecoming kings
and class presidents, Scout leaders and Uttle League coaches. A
young man from the projects who
put a hip-hop beat to "Amazing
Grace" on the bus to church
camp A lawyer fascinated with
tanks. An Army specialist nicknamed "Ketchup" who would
sneak food to Iraqi children.
There was Trevor Spink. a 36year-old staff sergeant in his third
tour in Iraq. His steady, confident
gaze was once the face on Marine
recruitment posters. Now, his
mother has decided, that portrait
will adorn his tombstone.
There was Army pilot Aaron
Weaver, 32, who bad survived
cancer and a rocket attack in
the 1993 battle of Mogadishu,
Somalia, recounted in "black
Hawk Down." The Bronze Star
recipient and father of a baby girl
was so determined to go to Iraq,
he secured special medical clearance so he could fly.
"Nobody wants to leave their
buddies behind," says his father,
Mike Weaver. "Being an Army
Ranger — it's a close-knit family."
Marine Lance Cpl. Aaron
Austin, 21, proposed to fiancee
Tiffany Frank by telephone from

Iraq. They set a wedding date,
Dec. 11.
"We had the church reserved,
the pastor reserved, the reception
hall reserved." Tiffany says. "Now
I can only dream about what we
would have had."
Army Pfc. Jesse Buryj had
his own plans — to become a
Canton, Ohio, police officer. He
enlisted because he was too
young to join the force.
The 21-year-old newlywed
died a hero, credited with saving fellow soldiers when he
fired more than 400 rounds at a
dump truck attempting to crash
a checkpoint.
"I know he went out in a blaze
of glory," says his mother, Peggy.
"They say he showed no fear and
gave no ground."
Others expressed bitterness
over the loss of loved ones in a
war diey considered unjustified.
"It just nibbed salt in the
wound to hear them talk about,
well maybe they didn't have all
the information, maybe the intelligence was faulty," says Oliva
Smith, whose 41-year-old husband, Bruce, was killed when a
missile downed his helicopter.
These 1,000 men and women
are home again, their war over.

Vietnam War Revisited

or campus groups.
Most homesick students are
not the only ones with feelings recommended to receive individual dierapy. said Davenport.
of homesickness.
Students wishing to talk to a This way, the students' needs
counselor in confidence about are met on an individual basis
homesickness can do so at to resolve the problem in a
the Counseling Center. Before more personal way.
counselingcan begin, however,
To make an appointment
they must gotoan Initial Intake with the Counseling Center for
Appointment where they give homesickness or other reasons,
infill nialion In the center Staff, contact the center at 372-2081.
then they can be directed to or slop in the center's office
spei Ific services, whether it
be individual therapy, group at 320 Saddlemire Student
therap) 01 other community Services Building.
HOMESICK, FROM PAGE 1

Native species bring new
animals to local ecosystems
NATIVE GARDEN. FROM PAGE 1

ii\ Initiative on campus."
1 he garden lias 2-1 flower and
grass species
Cinda Davis, BG City Barks
Natural resources specialist and
1 nvironmental Science Instructor, chose the native plants like
CaCtUS and Black-Eyed Susans
thai would grow ill the sandy
corner by Shatzel Hall.
I wanted plants that would
help create more than just a
pretty garden, but an ecosystem," Davis said
And. the area has been
attracting more than healthy
plants.
"There are certain animals
we are trying to attract because
the) are very picky about their
habitat," Davis saiil. "One such
spei ies is the goldfinch, a typicattj small, yellow bird." Davis
also chose milkweeds to attract
butterfly species.
Native plants like the ones
In Shatzel Hall have been
helping increase campus

sustainabilfty," Bryan Benner,
assistant vice president ol
Finance and Administration
and member of the BGSU
Sustainability Committee, said.
"We're doing a really good job
of using the local indigenous
plants that are tolerant to the
local conditions and change
of seasons, thus requiring less
upkeep."
Native Prairies plants can
also be found in oilier areas of
the university. A planter box by
the Math Science building and
a 10-acre prairie by the driving
range of the Forrest Creason
golf course have plants native
to the region.
"Planting native species
is easy to do and ultimately
saves water and effort because
once they are established, they
take very' little maintenance,"
Meyers-Iones said. "Instead ol
fighting nature and planting
things that don't belong here,
you can use a native species fit
for our ecosystem and have a
really beautiful garden."
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Maicio Jose Sanchez AP Photo

NEW EXHIBIT Loc Vu left and Tao Nguyen look at a photographic mural of an American soldier with Vietnamese refugees, during a preview
of the exhibit "What's Going on: California and the Vietnam Era" at the Oaklan d Museum of California in Oakland. Calif. The exhibit is currently
open and will be until late February 2004.

New bookstore on Main not subsidized by the University
BOOKSTORE. FROM PAGE 1

is gmcrned by a "service motive,"
meaning customer service trumps
financial considerations.
Unlike
the
University
Bookstore, which must turn a
profit to remain viable, the new
outlet will deemphasize earnings and focus on providing a
needed service to off-campus
and non-student populations.
"We're not expecting to

generate a lot of revenue from
die space." Nelson said, "but to
meet the needs of die community."
Because profit projections are
conservative, the business can
weather eariy losses, but must
nearly break-even financially to
stay afloat.
Both the University Bookstore
and BGSU on Main are "auxiliary" businesses, meaning
they are not subsidized by the

University.
Indications from other college
towns suggest there is a niche to
be filled by off-campus, community-centered bookstores. BGSU
on Main js modeled In part after
a similar business operated by
the University of Missouri.
Missouri officials report surprising success since their store
opened more than a year ago,
and BGSU on Main manager
K. it I iv Shapler believes her busi-

ness has die appeal to achieve
similar results.
"I don't know if the Bowling
Green community really knows
we have the [on-campus] bookstore," site noted.
But the area resident believes
location and convenience will
ensure BGSU on Main has no
such awareness issues.
"We'll be really easily accessible, and diat is going to be terrific
for the community to shop."
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BG WRITERS REMEMBER 9/11 TONIGHT
Memebers of the University writing community are
holding a peace reading tonight to remember 9/11
and the 1000 soldiers who have died thus far in Iraq.
Join them in the Movie Theater on the second floor of
the Union at 7:30 p.m. The group will also be
registering voters for the upcoming elections.

CAMPUS
10 a.m. -3 p.m.
Coin Collection Exhibit
Information on historical
coins and coin collection dis
play sponsored by Phi Beta
Sigma Fraternity
Union Lobby

eetalife

M

W
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is taken from

lmp:<wnt.s.bpucdii

8 a-m. - 6 p.m.
"Baggage, or the"Residual
Effects of Dreaming"
A collaborative installation
by the participants of The 2004
Alternative Spring Break:
Artist West Coast Road Trip
Union Galleries
8 a. m. - 5 p.m.
Get Out Her Vote

By Steve Rock
CAMPUS

ST. CHARLES, Mo. — Sitting in
the president's chair he's occupied
for 15years,DennisSpellmanleans
back and points out the window
toward the picturesque campus of
Lindenwood University.
It doesn't look much different
from many other colleges. Treelined streets snake through a
maze of brick sidewalks in this St.
Louis suburb, and decades-old
buildings drip with nostalgia.
But when fall classes began
at diis private university, three
students were using the school's
Pork for Tuition program. Aimed
at helping rural families send
their children to school, the program allows farmers to defray college costs by using the age-old
bartering system.
What is important to note,
Spellman says, is that there are
no 300-pound hogs lumbering
about, and students certainly
don't don white butchers' aprons
and slaughter-cattle in the recesses of the Ayres Dining Hall.
"That makes for a funny picture," Spellman says. "But we
never even see the animals."
Spellman understands the
confusion.
Students and their families pay
their tuition with hogs and cattle.
The animals then are slaughtered
at a nearby processing plant, and
the meat eventually is served in
the school's cafeteria.
"Things aren't all thai good
out on the farm," says Spellman,
who grew up on a ranch in Texas
and owns farmland in central
Missouri. "I'm not talking about
the huge corporate farms. I'm
talking about the farm families
trying to send their kids to school.
This is a problem."
"I don't want anybody dropping out of school because of
money."
That is how Lindenwood came
to develop a program that is as
rare as it is unusual.
According to the Washingtonbased National Association

Phi Kappa Tau Rush Table
Union Lobby

^^^

Voter registration and info
table sponsored by the
Organization for Women's
Issues
Education Building Steps

are doing. And for sharing
your feedback, your name will
be placed in a drawing to win
aFREElPOD!
Student Union

8 a.m.- 11:45 p.m.
Bowen-Thompson Student
Union Survey: WIN AN 1POD
The Student Union wants you
to tell us how YOU think we

10 a.m. - 4 pan
Delta Sigma Theta Bowling
Party Ticket Sales
Union Lobby

Missouri accepts
livestock as tuition
KSt

11 a.m.- 4 p.m.

-^^^^^^^L^^^^^ ^^ tlr

of
Independent
Colleges
and Universities, 15 or fewer
private institutions nationwide
let families barter goods and services for tuition. The association
could name only five, including
Lindenwood, and representatives
at the'other schools say their programs no longer exist or are much
more limited than Lindenwood's.
"The
Lindenwood program stands apart from every
other program with which 1 am
acquainted," says David Warren,
the association's president. "This
one, 1 think, is really unique
unto itself."
Comparable programs are even
rarer at state universities.
Damon Manetta, manager of
public affairs with the National
Association of College and
University Business Officers,
knows of no state institutions that
offer programs like Lindenwood's,
primarily because "there are more
complex rules in plan at state
institutions because they are dealing with government money."
The Pork tor Tuition program
at Lindenwood is so unique that
it garnered a slice of national and
international publicity when The
Associated Press moved a story
about it in 2002.
Spellman appeared for days on
radio programs. Representatives
of People for the Ethical
Treatment of Animals swooped
into St. diaries and staged a small
but passionate demonstration on
campus The program was discussed on a segment of "Today"
on NBC, where host Matt Lauer
referred to Lindenwood as "Pork
Chop U." Spellman even did a
radio interview with the British
Broadcasting Corp., a segment
introduced with "Old McDonald
Had a Farm" warbling in
the background.
Spellman chuckles at the
image of students showing up on
campus with a chemistry book
under one ami and a squealing
pig under the other.

11 a.m. -2 p.m.
Greek Life Sign-up
Union Lobby
1 I a.m.-4 p.m.
Women's Club Volleyball Info
Women's Club Wolleyball will
be promoting tryouts and giving out information
Union Lobby

11:30 a.m.-1 p.m.
First Football Game Info
Athletics will be passing out
flyers and posters for the first
football game
Union IxMby
12 p.m.- 12:30 p.m.
Come pray for our campus,
country, and world or come if
you would like to be prayed
for individually.
We will guide people in pray
ing for certain things or allow
them to share what they
would like prayer for.
Outward focused.
Prout Chapel
I Z p.m.

I p.m.

Brown Bag Lunch: "College
Women & Suicide"
loin Cathy Kocarek of the

Counseling Center for an
important dialogue about
suicide, related issues unique
to women, and ways to help
a friend or family member
who might be tinking of sui
cide. In recognition of Cuicide
Prevention Week & Women's
Health Month
107 Hanna Hall
8 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.
Campus Worship
Sponsored by Active
Christians Today
Prout Chapel
8 p.m.- 10 p.m.
BINGO!
Come play Bingo and win
great prizes! Free!
Union Black Swamp Pub

QRAND NAME

the

iHOTTtST

Cuootfi)

EN & WOMEN

«$IK©ff
JEANS iJL
$14.99

■%

SWiXUKS
^^ $14.99

Sept. 6 - Sept 9
(Mon-Thurs)

10AM

LIVESTOCK, PAGE 9

TOPS
$7.99

to 9PM

Bowen-Thompson
Student Union

P

XNIS
$9.99

TXHKS
$4.99

MAJOR BRANDS
minor prices!!
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OPINION

"People asked for autographs thinking I
was Jesse Jackson, Al Sharpton and Don
King. I didn't care. I signed them."
Democratic US. Rep. CHARLIE RANGEL of New York, on the reception he
al the Republican National Convention.
(Baitml

r \VIIU: K DITORI.U I I'XIV. OK lOW'A

Russian tragedy is inexcusable
There are no words to describe
the horrible tragedy of the Beslan
school massacre in Russia
last week.
The death count, which originally was listed at around 150,
soared over the weekend to top
300, much of that number made
up of children and teachers.
The sad and horrendous
details of the slaughter have
slowly seeped out over the past
few days, details such as many
of these dead children were shot

in the back by Chechen rebels as
they tried to flee the school.
Weekend editorial pages
across America have said this
represents Russia's 9/11. This is
unquestionably true, in terms
of the sheer horror and barbarity of the attack. In the past two
weeks, Russia has also seen the
downing of two commercial airlines (under suspicious circumstances; an investigation is pending) and a bombing at a Moscow
subway station.

These incidents reveal that
attempts to appease terrorists
or remain a neutral party in the
war on terror will not deter those
who, without a second thought,
randomly spray bullets Into the
backs of terrified children.
The Chechen rebels who
committed these horrible crimes
were most likely motivated by a
perception of political injustices.
The Russian government's mistreatment of Chechens has been
brutal and heavy-handed.

The seductive power of liberals
X^^tx

Honorable!
Anyone can have sex in the
name of love, or in the name of
a meaningless one-night stand.
Opinion Columnist But how often do you have the
chance to spread your legs for
You're not having enough sex.
your country?
I can tell. You know how I
Now that I have convinced
can tell?
you to take up this worthy
cause, you are probably saying,
Recently, George W. Bush
pulled ahead of John Kerry
"But Megan, how on earth am
in the polls for the upcoming
I going to get my conservative
presidential election. That's
friends to comply with this?"
how I know you couldn't posAfter all, we are talking about
sibly be having nearly enough
a group of people who are
sex.
so stubborn that even "hot"
Allow me to explain.
media criticisms of Bush from
Liberals, let's all agree on
numerous celebrities and the
something: the Republicans
controversial "Farenheit 9/11"
outperform us in many ways.
movie have not even been sucThey organize better. They
cessful in changing their minds.
mobilize better. They infuriate
They are some of the most
the gay community belter.
bullheaded individuals around,
We cannot compete with this, so feeling intimidated about
and I accept that.
approaching them is underClearly, it is time to drop
standable.
the charade. We need to quit
However, it's going to be way
pretending like we can win this
easier than you think.
election through meager acts
As F The Vote points out on
like informing the public about
its website, "even the most
Kerry's platform. No one cares
deeply-rooted right-wing ideoabout platforms! People just
logue can be manipulated by
want to do what's hot.
sex." Add to this the fact that
That's why the good people
you are an uber-sexy, progresat FTheVote.com have a great
sive thinker, and Republicans
idea. This idea will improve not
will be rendered incapable of
only Kerry's chances of scorresistance.
ing a gig as president, but your
I don't have to tell you that
own chances of scoring this
liberals are hotter than conSaturday night. Awesome!
servatives. You already know
Signing up to become an
that. Conservatives know that,
F The Vote "model'' includes
too. That's why they are at
taking on the responsibility of
such odds with us. It's not the
attaining "pledges" — contracsocial and economic issues we
tual agreements from one-time
dispute over that divide us. It is
Bush supporters who are willthat they are jealous of our hot,
ing to forfeit their Republican
modern perspectives, and of
vote in exchange for sex.
how strikingly attractive we are.
This is where the idea of "takIf you think I am wrong, then
ing one for the team" comes
1 ask you to analyze the steamy,
into play. Although doing the
seductive atmosphere of the
deed with a conservative may
recent Democratic National
seem unappealing, it is a drasConvention versus the stiff and
tic measure that must be taken
unsexy RNC.
for the sake of America
The Democrats had the
Quite frankly, I think it
eclectic Black Eyed Peas peris honorable. Not whorish.
form at their convention, for

MEGAN
SCHMIDT

examnle:meanwhile.the
example:
meanwhile, the
Republicans had a line-up
comprised almost entirely of
country and Christian acts.
Which I guess you might consider "hot" if you were having,
like, a Bible study party, but for
a presidential convention this is
clearly second-rate.
What I'm trying to say is, the
Republicans secretly desire to
have not only our firm grasp
on all things edgy and provocative, but they also desire
us, period. Ouropen-mindedness intrigues them, especially
where sexuality is concerned.
Many of them label liberals as
having poor morals, but this is
just a cover-up for how badly
they want to get in our pants.
the bottom line is, they know
we're way more fun, and they
definitely want "some of that."
Just because Republicans are
obsessed with tax cuts does not
mean that they don't realize
that some things, like getting
laid, are more important than
money. As F The Vote says, "Sex
drive is a powerful beast that
has the potential to change
people. People lie for sex. they
cheat for sex. they even kill for
sex—and you can be sure that
people will change the way they
think (and vote) for sex."
I know I have all of the campus liberals on my side, but
I'm sure many of the conservatives believe that my efforts
in writing this column have
been futile. You are most likely
insulted by my suggestion that
you will surrender your voting
rights for pleasure.
Any doubters are urged to
drop me an e-mail. I promise
to reply, and perhaps we could
arrange to meet up and discuss
these matters at length. Maybe I
could buy you a drink, and you
could come back to my place...
Think about it. Let me know.
E-mail Megan al
schmmeg@bgnel bgsu.edu.

Chechen civilians have borne
the brunt of the Russian government's incompetence in the matter, and the Russian government
cannot be excused for its past
actions.
But in no way does this justify the schoolhouse massacre, a
crime so horrible that nearly all
Islamic clerics have responded
with the revulsion and condemnation that this atrocity merits.
And there is no disguising the
proper term for these barbarians:
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ON THE STREET
What do you miss
most about your
hometown?

MELISSA MAY
FRESHMAN, UNDECIDED
"Chipotle."

ERNIE MANTK0WSKI
FRESHMAN, UNDECIDED

"Driving in my car
around my
neighborhood."

±

KEVIN HENDRICKSON
FRESHMAN,
GRAPHIC DESIGN

"Driving, my friends
and my family."

Cartoon by
Martel White

Arwfeep,

martelw@bgnet.bgsu.edu

MATT KELLY
FRESHMAN, UNDECIDED
qe-f anii

"My dogs, Hunter
and Dodger."
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the crime against humanity that
these terrorists perpetrated. It is a
reminder of the means that these
terrorists will utilize in order to
achieve their ends, whatever that
may be. It is also a reminder that
we are at war not with Islam, but
with terrorists.
And with the abominable
though perhaps unsurprising
events of last week, given the
track record of terrorists, it is even
more apparent that we must win
this war.

pr ADT F Saying lii' will

gEfc^E
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They are terrorists.
Like the 19 hijackers on 9/11,
or the thugs in Iraq who kidnap
and behead civilian contractors,
or the al-Sadr vigilantes who
shoot at American troops from
the cover of a holy mosque, the
Chechen rebels represent the
most repugnant elements of
humanity. Let us recognize them
for what they are.
Our thoughts and hearts are
with the victims' families, but our
minds should be cognizant of

expand networks
It's Saturday night, you've
finished all your homework and
ALEX
your roommate is off someMERCED
where having a great time. Here
Campus
you are, nothing to do, and then
ft ColumnistLife
you think. "I'll call up one of my
friends," only to realize that the
more and no less. Why three?
few friends you do have are out
Because including your friend,
doing stuff you are not. Having
it keeps things even. If you say
a large network of friends and
only bring one person, that peracquaintances is a very imporson will obviously be attached
tant aspect of college life, and
to this friend all night, rarely
some good ways to build this
meeting any of the other people.
network are through school
Movies are a great and probably
activities, movie nights and
the easiest way to build your
occassionally just saying "Hi."
network, plus you get to see
The campus has more than
movies.
a handful of organizations,
Sometimes to meet people
everything from hall council
we just have to say "Hi." Sure, a
to lapanese club, and they are
couple people may be weirded
a great place to meet people
out at first, but as long as you
with common interests. My
remain confident the feeling
freshman year I was part of the
will soon be replaced with one
La Communidad residential
of comfort. When it comes to
community which automatimeeting the residents of your
cally (1 misled me into Spanish
hall, I'd say random "hello rights"
club. Here I met many people
end after three weeks, after
who probably formed my closwhich a little bit of charisma will
est clique of friends, Spanish
be needed. As for your classes,
majors who like to use me for
the best bet is on the first day.
practice since I'm a pseudo-fluSometimes you just have to
ent speaker. I'm also part of the
introduce yourself, like I'll use
exec staff at WBGLI now, where
this article as a vehicle, and I'll
I've met many music lovers like
myself and helped in the recruit- write about the response I get in
a future article.
ment of Dl's, where I've met
Dear Reader,
even more people.
Hello, I am Alex Merced, I
Not all organizations facilijust thought I'd say "Hi" to all
tate meeting new people by
of you. Since you can't answer
common interests. They could
me, I'll just tell you a little bit
just give you the environment
about myself. I like long candleto introduce yourself, a good
lit naps by the beach, and my
example of this is hall council.
zodiac sign is Cancer. Seriously
Even if you don't plan on runthough, I'm the promo manager
ning for office of some sort, this
at WBGU, so if you're interested
is a great way to meet people,
in helping out with college
cause now you have an excuse
radio e-mail me, or if you just
to knock on everyone's door
think my hair is awesome, do
and introduce yourself. Overall,
the same.
campus organizations are a
Your Master,
great way to build your network.
Alex Merced
Movies can make anyone
Now, I'm not quite sure how
friends: to this 1 am a firm
great a response an introducbeliever. If we took Bush and
tion like that would get you,
Kerry and sat them down to
but it might get a few laughs,
watch something like "The
laughter can really make or
Notebook," maybe they'd be
break the random introduction.
able to work together after crySometimes you just have to not
ing on each other's shoulders.
take yourself seriously, and peoWell, that might be a bit of a
ple will find you intriguing or
stretch, but you see my point.
super mysterious, like Barman,
The best way to do this is to
and who doesn't want to hang
choose a movie that generally
out with Batman? Basically,
everybody can enjoy; usually
there are many ways to just say
comedies do this the best. The
"Hi," and this option can truly
best part of a movie is that you
help build your network.
don't need to be good at doing
Campus organizations, movie
long-winded small talk. Movie
nights and just random hellos
nights are best with a bunch of
are all great ways to expand your
people, and many people would
network. I hope this helps you
suggest getting your floor for a
all further enjoy your time here
movie night, which would probatBG.
ably happen anyways. My recommendation is to ask all your
E-mail Alex comments at
friends to bring three people;
three is the magic number, no
hectoTm@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are to be fewer
than 300 words. These are usually
in response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS arc longer pieces
between 600 and 800 words. These
are usually also in response to a current issue on the University's campus
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THIS WEEK'S
BAD JOKE:

BG NEWS WORD SEARCH
"When Tic-Tac-Toe just isn't enough."
Directions: Answers can be found across, down, diagonal,
backwards and even diagonal backwards. Winners win nothing.

Q: Why is a giraffe's
neck so long?
A: Because its feet
smell.

This week: What's your major?
Just our second issue?
No way, it's our "One
Week Anniversary"
commemorative issue.

■ft

Mario is a hero, give him the Purple Heart
MATT
SUSSMAN
Upside-Down Man
[grew up idolizing a certain
hero. Me was the man. He
saved a beautiful princess
and kicked the bad guys'
tails from here to Level 8-4.
Unfortunately, he doesn't have
any hardware that acknowledges his heroics.
I lis name is Super Mario, and
he deserves the Purple I leart.
Mario's first courageous act
came in 1982, when he bravely
jumped over rolling barrels to
rescue a young lady from the
clutches of Donkey Kong.
His greatest feat occured in
1985, documented in the hit
Nintendo game "Super Mario
Brothers." Mario, along with
his brother Luigi, lost many
In es but racked up several
points and gold coins to defeat
Hi >u ser and rescue not only
I'rincess Toadstool, but seven
of her Toadstool servants.
The list of Mario's brave conquests is almost infinite. Not
only has he rescued Princess
Toadstool several times, he
also helped rescue Yoshi from

I

his egg. He even took some
time out to release a popular
Super Nintendo game, "Mario
Paint," where Mario shows the
artistic side of being a legendary plumber.
In the Nintendo 64 game
"Super Mario 64," Mario got a
letter from Peach saying she
baked a cake for him. Mario
went above and beyond the
call of duty by going into paintings and recovering lost stars
that held the key to rescuing
Princess Peach. Who else
would have done that?
Better yet. who would have
done that — mid ask only for a
high-calorie dessert in return?
The Purple I leart belongs to
Mario because, well, he's died
a lot.
Mario has lost countless
lives over the years. He's accidentally ran into the sides
of Koopas. He's fallen off tall
platforms. He's even run out of
time, which in the Mushroom
Kingdom, can kill you.
Of course, some people will
try and devalue Mario's accomplishments for whatever reason. They will say that in "Super
Mario Bros. 2," Mario didn't
really save anyone, since the
entire game was really a dream

Mario had. They say that
anybody could have defeated
Bowser with well-placed
Starmen and raccoon suits.
Why would they do this to
the most noted hero of our
generation? While the technology of Nintendo consoles
has improved over the past
20 years, so has the legend of Mario.
He's a quiet man, one
who doesn't ask for
much recognition. He's
not looking to have an
airport named after him
or run for president. The
most noble plumber of
the past twenty years has
Illustration by Mitt Suisman BG News
probably done enough
SUPER
HERO: What Super Mario
to merit anything from a

golden statue in his honor would look like if he won a Purple
to a con mltant job for
Heart.
Halliburton.
All it takes is someone like
myself, an admirer of Mario's
exploits, lo get the ball rolling
on such a worthy cause.
The lack of hardware on
Mario's overalls is appalling.
Ciive him that shiny medal that
brave injured heroes deserve.

loin Malt's crusade. E-mail
him at nistissnia&bgrieLbgsujxUL

Isn't this page hilarious? 1 luh? Isn't it? Let us know! Right now! Tell us!
thenews@bgnews.com
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We apologize for leaving out some of the majors, but maybe if you
socialized with the word search creator, your major would be here.

Have your donut, drink it too
JIM
LEVASSEUR
Humor Columnist

u

ook out! Krispy Kreme's
stock has fallen over
15 percent this year
— no, not their stock of donuts
(breathe easy, policeman of the
world), but the price of
their shares.
Wall Street analysts have
come up with various reasons
for this sudden drop, ranging
from the current low-carb fad
to the increased migration
rates of Canadian geese, and
even to the reappearance of
El Nino, who could not be
reached for comment.
In response to the reduced
profits, what did Krispy Kreme
executives do? Exactly what
any other company would
do — introduce a new line of
"healthy" low-carb alternatives
to their menu and advertise
like crazy. Only, they didn't do
that at all.
Instead, they decided that
selling frozen drinks that were
LESS healthy than their donuts
would bring back customers.
There are several flavors to
choose from, but the best has
to be the "Krispy Kreme" flavor,
which is basically their famous
donut mashed up and stuffed
into a cup.
Yes, you read that right. If
you've ever had the urge to
drink frozen donut icing in
large quantities (and who

hasn't?), then today is your
lucky day. In fact, if you're like
me and are too lazy to chew
most of your food, today is the
best day of your life. Those horrible days of eating nothing but
applesauce and lell-0 are long
gone, baby!
That is, if you don't mind
feeling bloated for the next
week. The 20-ounce drink has
enough carbs to make Atkins
lovers contemplate suicide, in
addition to a ridiculous 730
calories This may sound like a
bad thing until you realize that
after just two or three of these
suckers, you've already reached
the Daily Recommended
Calorie Intake.
Do you know what this
means? That's right — no need
to eat for the rest of the day!
Why waste time eating "real
food" when you can just have
liquid Krispy Kremes? It's like
Slim-Fast, only without the
"healthy for you" part, and, um,
I guess it's not like Slim-Fast at
all. But that doesn't mean you
shouldn't enjoy the great taste
of IjquidKreme; just don't think
about the 46,283,976 sit-ups
you'll have to do in order to
work off 20 ounces of pure nirvana, and you should be fine.
Now, a clever reader like you
is probably thinking, "What
exactly is Krispy Kreme's business plan here?" The short
answer: they don't have one.
This is how their conversation might have gone:
KRISPY KREME EXECUTIVE
#1: We have no plan.

KRISPY KREME EXECUTIVE
#2: Right; but we do have a lot
of money
KRISPY KREME EXECUTIVE
»1:IIAI1AI1AI1A (Chokes on
money-filled donut)
There you have it, right in
front of you: they have no plan.
If I had lo guess, I would saj
that most of the new customers gained with these new frozen drinks will die ol massive
heart attacks within 24 hours,
so the "plan" will backfire.
There are always new ideas,
though, and you really never
know what to expect from
these Krispy Kreme people.
Here is a copy of an actual
conversation from the NEAR
FUTURE:
KRISPY KREME EXEC #1:
What if we took a syringe,
and filled ii with donut glaze,
and then had people inject it
straight into their bloodstream?
KRISPY Kill ML EXEC #2:
Brilliant! 11AHAHAHA (chokes
on money-til led donut)
Since we are not actually
in the future yet, we will have
to wait and see what else is in
store — because it definitely
won't be healthy. Rest assured
that I will be there on the front
lines, doing all the necessary "research" to keep you
informed Now if you'll excuse
me, 1 have some sit-ups to do.
Jim ate dawns of Krispy
Kremes In an exluiustive
research effort for this column.
Let him know what you think
cttjlevassQbgnetbpu.edu.
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UNIQUE SCHOOL GARMENT
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BRIEFING
BG makes some
defensive changes
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Bowling Green cornerback
lelani lordan Buffered an Injury HI this past Saturday's 40-24
loss in Oklahoma.
lordan will not play in this
Saturday's home opener
against Southeast Missouri
State His absense will force
head coach Gregg Brandon
in mine safely Kenn Newson
hack to cornerback.

Ohio State
hopes
young QB's
learn from
mistakes

www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Cross country close to perfect
Cross country sweeps
University of Toledo
this past weekend
By Ryan Autullo
SHORTS REPORTER

By Rusty Miller
I KI ASSOCIAKO PRESS

(Ihio State coach lim Tresscl has
said that he will new
have a quarterback who regularly coughs up the hall to the
other team.
Maj be now he has no choice.
Committed to weathering a
leai ning curve with sophomores
liistin Zwick and Troy Smith,
Iressel says he just hopes his
young quarterbacks learn from
their mistakes. In other words,
the unacceptable has become
almosl unavoidable.
"We're committed to growing ihrough the process and
there's no doubt about it, our
quarterback being mistake-free
is huge," Tressel said Tuesday.
There are some mistakes that
we're not going to be able to
live with, but liistin knows that,
[to) knows that. You learn from
those experiences."
Zwick threw two interceptions
and had lour rumbles in the No.
9-ranked Buckeyes' 27-6 lashing
ol Cincinnati on Saturday, but
kept the Starring job over Smith
heading into Saturday's game
against Marshall.
Zwick completed 14 of 26 passes for 213 yards and Smith came
on to complete 2 of 3 passes for
29 yards. Each had a touchdown
pass, smith gained 7 yards on five
rushing attempts and Zwick lost
8 yards on four carries, including

the only sack of the game.
Steven
0SU.PAGE8

STRIVING: Kim Settle pushes herself towards the finish against Toledo last weekend.
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The Falcon girl's cross country team was perfect this
weekend, almost.
BGSU used one more point
than the minimum possible
score with a 16-44 victory over
Toledo on Friday. The men's
squad defeated the Rockets
by a score of 23-34. It was the
first race on the season for
each team.
"I was very pleased to have
both of them come out with
wins," HtiSU head coach Carol
Wells said. "It was the first time
in a while we won a meet on the
men's side."
Freshman phenom lamie
Roflow gave a glimpse of the
stardom she should achieve
with a time of 18:33 to capture
first-place honors.
"She's a very competitive drive
lady." Wells said about Roflow.
She has looked good in practice
and really has the will to win."
i ollowing Roflow across the
finish line Flise Gould (second place), Nicole Suitor (third
place), Melissa Krueger (fourth
place) and Bridge) Dalle, who
Finished sixth.
Wells was especially en Ited
about Gould's finish, as the
senior runner is proving to be
more consistent.
"She has had good performances over the years, and
we're working on consistency."
Wells said. "She's looking good
in practice. I'm really proud of
her effort."
Although IJT withheld many
of its top women runners. Wells
was very impressed with the

"They've been
working really hard
the past three weeks
and we'll back off a
little this week to get
ready for the Mell
Brodt Invitational."
CAMI WELLS, HEAD COACH

"I don't think they expected
to get beat like they did," she
said. "Our distance between the
first and seventh runners was 41
seconds, which is very good for a
cross country meet."
Despite having a cramp in his
side, Rogers Kipchumba took
the crown in the men's race with
a time of 15:40. The Kenyan,
who transferred from Kansas
State after his coach left, has
quickly established himself as

the Falcons number one runner.
"We suspected that he would
most likely win the race,"

Wells said
Crossing the Finish line Five
seconds later was fellow country mate Edwin Cheriuyot. The
next three runners—Bryan
lacksnn, Ryan Rohrer and Will
F.lmore—all set personal best
times, a feat rare at this early in
the season.
"They've been working really
hard the past three weeks and
we'II hack off a little this week
to get ready for the Mel Brodt
Invitational." Wells said.
1 ..isi week the falcons received
the unfortunate news that senior
10 captain Steve Blasko suffered
a season ending injury.
"We're going to see if he can
get a sixth year of eligibility,"
Wells said. '

Soccer hopes to gain first
BG looks to capture win
victory of season this week No. 1 in home opener

widi Uiat. We were more orga- loss to St. Bonaventure.
nized on defense and we played
"If we would've continued
To say it's been a rough road for better soccer than we did [in the to move forward, it would've
been okay," Thompson said.
the men's soccer team would be season openerl Wednesday."
an understatement.
The opener, against IIJI'UI, "But we continued to make the
But to say the road is get- saw the Falcons face a player in same mistakes. There's been a
ling smoother would be a safer Vangel Nacovski, that Thompson lack of someone stepping up
feels can take over a game for and saying 'we're going to do
assumption.
File Falcons hosted the Kelme his team. That is exactly what this thing.'"
(lassie and while the weekend he did against the Falcons as
But there were some bright
was tough, BG did show some he scored two goals, one of spots in the game as well.
improvement.
which gave IUPUI the win
"With St. Bonaventure, we
They took an undefeated in overtime, 3-2.
outplayed them," Thompson
IUPUI team into overtime
"Occasionally one of the said. "But we made some misSaturday afternoon before teams has a player that is spe- takes and the boys had trouble
dropping the tournament cial," Thompson said. "IUPUI recovering from it."
finale to St. Bonaventure 4-1 had INacovski), he scored live
The Falcons did have some
Sunday afternoon.
goals on the weekend and was good moments offensively as
they scored their first goals of
"It was an interesting week- tournament MVR"
end," BG head coach Fred
But the weekend wasn't all the season.
Matt Yanick and Dave Belfort
Thompson said. "Saturday was a improvement on Sunday as the
good showing and I was pleased Falcons took a step back in the broke into the scoring column
in Saturday's contest and El.
Ifrh, 111 scored a goal of his own
against St. Bonaventure Sunday.
BG won't have much time
lo dwell on what happened
as today they are travelling
to Detroit to take on DetroitMercy.
"We don't have much time to
train and fix things," Thompson
said. "I'm looking for us to be
more competitive and stronger
mentally."
Even though things are looking down for the Falcons and a
road trip in most realms means
times are about to get worse,
Thompson sees the road trip as
nothing but positive.
"I'm loving it," he said. "Any
time you get to play is a good
day. It will bring a new challenge to the team and they can
show me something new."
Brian McRobeits BGItem
The Falcons will take the field
at 5 p.m. in Detroit.
SIDE-STEP: A BG soccer plays moves aside from a Michigan St.
By Elliott Schreinei

SPORTS REPORTER

players kick. BG will play at Detriot Mercy today at 5 p.m..

serving and passing"
Purdue Fort Wayne.
Freshmen Stephanie Swiger.
"It put us through extreme
'The Bowling Green State vol- who led die team with 27 kills intensity... it was very fast paced,
leyball learn is not shaken up and a .510 hilling percentage last big giris, big swings," she said. "So
or stirred heading into tonight's weekend, said the Falcons have now we're ready to face teams of
home opener against Cleveland set their standards very high after a lesser caliber."
Stale, despite losing three games facing the No. 4 ranked Gators,
al the Northwestern Labor Day Northwestern and IndianaVOLLEYBALL, PAGE 7
Invite last weekend - their first
0-3 start since 1996.
Flead coach Denise Van De
Walle just sees it as a chance for
the Falcons to show how much
potential they have to be a great
team she said, while extending their winning streak 10 four
games in home openers dating
back to 2000.
"1 don't think that we're dwelling on last weekend," she said.
"I thought last weekend was a
great opportunity for us to face
three very good teams In facl,
one exceptionally good team
in Florida.
"I was very impressed with how
we did against Horida," she said.
"We were very competitive... and
had we served better I thought
that we could have gotten a game
off of them."
BG, which has six freshmen on
this year's team, still has some
kinks to iron out, according to
Van De Walle.
Though she said the team will
benefit from playing at home.
"I want to lie able lo show our
fa is what we have this year," Van
De Walle said. "Everyone that
has seen them so far, either in
practice or this weekend said that
we're very athletic.
"We're just young in some posi
tions," she said. "But I'm anxious
for our fans lo see BG volleyball
Ben Sweater BGNevrs
this season and I'm anxious to FOCUSED IN: Madeline Means goes for a bump in a recent practice.
see if we can improve upon our Means is just one of the six freshmen on the team this year.
By Jason A. Dixon
SENIOR REPORTER

SPORTS
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Tiger's reign at top is no more
secutive weeks at No. 1 — came Singh pulled away with three
to an end at the Deutsche birdies on the final five holes to
Tiger Woods has put himself Bank Championship when win by three shots and become
in some peculiar positions Vijay Singh turned in a perfor- only the 12th player to be No.
mance that even a computer 1 in the 18-year history of the
this year.
world ranking,
He has struggled just to couldn't dispute.
"I've achieved what I wanted to
It was just a matter of time
make the cut. Tee shots have
ricocheted off corporate tents before the 41 -year-old Fijian got do," Singh said. "I won a major. I
won quite a lot of tournaments,
and small children. He has his due.
It was the manner in which and at the same tune became
spent Sunday afternoons cleaning out his locker, not standing Singh reached the pinnacle of No. 1 in the world. The whole
on the 18th green posing with his amazing career that made it season has been a great one."
even sweeter.
His season looks like the
the trophy.
Tied with Woods down the kind that once only belonged
The strangest sight of all is
"No. 2" next to his name in the stretch on the TPC at Boston, to Woods.
Singh's six PGA Tour victories
with the gallery expecting
world ranking.
Woods' record streak as the Vftiods to respond to the most are three times as many as anybest player in golf — 264 con- imminent threat to his throne, one else. With two months left
in the season, he already is a
lock to win player of the year. He
has a S2.2 million lead on the
money list, and with at least five
more tournaments to play, is a
cinch to win his second straight
money title.
What next?
If Singh were to follow the
script, he would hit a 6-iron
from 218 yards out of a fairway
bunker and over the water to
birdie the final hole at Glen
Abbey this week and win the
Canadian Open.
That was the signature shot
of Woods' record-breaking season in 2000. He won nine times,
earned more than $9 million.
It seems only fitting that the
Canadian Open celebrates its
100th anniversary by returning to the Abbey with the No.
1 player in the world as the
star attraction.
Singh has won nearly $7.9 million, already the second-highest
total in PGA Tour history. He
still has the American Express
Championship ($7 million) and
the Tour Championship ($6
million) on his schedule, which
leaves him in excellent position
to break Woods' single-season
earnings record of 59,188,321.
He needs three more victories
to match Woods' nine PGA Tour
titles in 2000, which is not out
of reach considering Singh has
won three of his last four starts
and is rarely far from the top of
the leaderboard.
"It doesn't matter who it is,"
Singh said. "If I'm playing my
best, I can beat anybody. I have
Robert E. Main AP Photo never been one who is intimiFALL FROM GRACE: After a record 264 consecutive weeks atop the PGA dated by Tiger. Then again, if you
rankings, Tiger Woods was supplanted by Vijay Singh this week.
By Doug Ferguson

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
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FLYING HIGH: Setter Amber Mareski makes a play in a recent practice.
The Falcons host Cleveland State today at 7 p.m. in Anderson Arena.

Falcons ready to
show potential
"1 just want to see the team
win before I leave," she said. "I
Cleveland State (1-0) is com- know they are going to do very
ing offa five-set victory over Mid- well while I'm gone, but I just
American Conference opponent want to be a part of that because
Kent State on Sept 1 and lead BG when 1 come back it's Miami
and Ball State."
in the overall series 14-12.
Libero
Emily
The Vikings had
Simon, a Bowling
their trip to Central
"We are so
Green native, said the
Florida Fall Classic
canceled because of much better team is more excited
than nervous about
Hurricane Frances, than people
IO get
gel the
me win
but Van DeWalle
L)e Walle said
saicl
•
rrodit trying
^^ to
she is impressed with gwe US creail forVan DeWalle.
the win over KSU.
for. We're
Left-side hitti
Emily Manser said
"Cleveland State is a
all
really
the team will step
good team," she said.
up to the challenge
They do some very
pumped
in the absence of
nice things... They've
and
want
to
their coach.
got two pretty ath"We are so much
letic middles, a vet- get this win,
better than people
eran setter and good
especially
give us credit for,
ball control."
Tonight's
game before coach she said. "We're all
really pumped and
against the Vikings
leaves for want
to get this win
will be Van De Walle's
especially before
last with the team
Greece...
coach leaves for
until Oct. 1, when she
We're ready Greece...
We're ready
returns from servfor a win." for a win."
ing as assistant with
The game is sched
the USA Women's
tiled to start 7 p.m. at
National
Sitting
EMILY MANSER,
Anderson Arena.
Volleyball Team.
JUNIOR
VOLLEYBALL, FROM PAGE 6

are playing poorly, it is intimidating to play against him when
he is playing well."
Woods hasn't played his best
this year.
Four times he has gone into
the second round with everyone
wondering if he would make the
cut His drought in the majors is
up to 10, but more troubling is
that he has only given himself
two good chances to win during
that stretch.
But the change at the top
of the ranking has more to do
with Singh.
Woods was at his best in
Boston—"The best ball-striking
week of the year," Woods said.
Singh was simply better.
That makes Singh's accomplishment even more rewarding.
With another chance to become
No. 1 in the world, Singh went
head-to-head with the best
player in command of his shots.
Earlier in the year, that wasn't
the case.
Singh first closed in on Woods
by winning Pebble Beach in
February. Woods returned
from a four-month break and
outplayed him in the next
three tournaments, including a victory at the Match Play
Championship.
Singh won back-to-back
weeks in New Orleans and
Houston while Woods was
away, again getting closer than
ever to No. 1 in the world. Again,
Woods answered the challenge
by finishing no worse than
third in his next three tournaments, each time leaving Singh
behind.
But right when it looked like
Ernie Els had emerged as the
chief threat to No. 1, Singh beat
Woods at the Buick Open, beat
everyone in a playoff at the PGA
Championship and then left
no doubt by taking on Woods
in the final group of the final
round at the Deutsche Bank.
Singh will stay No. 1 for the
rest of the month, maybe the
rest of the year. And now he
faces the burden that Woods
knows all too well.
As for Woods, at least now
everyone can believe him when
he says he's close.
He is only .45 points behind
Singh in the world ranking.
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Tressel guides young Buckeyes offense in right direction
OSU, FROM PAGE 6

Smith didn't face the fire that
iik did, so it's difficult to rate
them based on numbers alone.
Yet it's hard to believe Zwick
improved his status based on his
performance.
Zwick was in for eight possessions (not counting one cut short
because the first half ended!
and produced 17 points on his
52 plays. He led 80- and 57-yard
ZH

Regardless of who is behind
center, the Buckeyes are coming
to recognize they are far from
the steady offense that seldom
put up big numbers in recent
years but also seldom dug a hole
for the defense.
TWo-ycar starter Craig Krenzel,
who graduated to the NFL after
last seaton, threw Interceptions
and lost fumbles but made few
errors in judgment. He would
take a sack rather than throw
into double coverage or might
toss a pass into the cheap scats
rather than attempt to throw a
30-yard dart to a wide-out with a
half-step on a defender.
"The reason Craig was so successful was because he had that
experience," backup tailback
Maurice Hall said. "He got better and better as he went on. It
should be the same thing with
our (current) quarterbacks."
If you put stock in efficiency
ratings - essentially grading a
quarterback based on stats alone
— then Smith was a dear-cut
winner, 257.87 to 119.97.
Vet /wick will retain the starting job unless something big
happens this week In practice
Tressel was asked if Smith
— who led the Buckeyes to 10
points in his three complete
series — had closed the gap on
Zwick for the starting spot.
"As far as have gaps narrowed
and this and that, we just go, try
to get better, all of us, and we
need better quarterback play,"
Tressel said. "That's not a slam
on our quarterbacks. We need to
get better at everything we da 1
think our quarterbacks will work
to do that,"

touchdown drives and was on
the field for a 70-yard drive that
ended in a field goal.
His one interception gave
Cincinnati the ball at the Ohio
State 25 and his fumble put
the Bearcats in business at the
Buckeyes 32. Those twomistakes
led to all of Cincinnati's points.
Smith's 23 snaps included
the longest drive of the day in

the number of plays, distance
and time, an 11-play, 84-yard
march that ate up 5:49 and was
capped by his 23-yard scoring
pass to Santonio Holmes. That
fourth-quarter score smothered
any lingering Bearcat hopes
of an upset.
Both quarterbacks averaged
right around 6 yards per play,
although Zwick's numbers were

skewed somewhat because he
was on the field when Lydell Ross
broke off a 68-yard run.
It was only one game, but
the Cincinnati experience may
prove that Tressel is adapting to
his new personnel.
"People are going to make
mistakes," said receiver Bam
Childress, who had four catches for 67 yards. "There's not a

game you can really say somebody went a whole game without
making one mistake. Mistakes
are going to happen.
"The thing I was happy about
was that they never got down,
even after they made a mistake.
They were like, 'That was my
fault. Let's get it next time,' or
'Coach, we can still run that play.
I can get that guy."'

laylafreH AP Photo

MAKING THE ESCAPE: Ohio State wide receiver Troy Smith tries to escape the grasp of Cincinnati defender this past Saturday. OSU's offense hopes Smith steps up into a leading role.
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Dementieva wins
in painful fashion
By Howard Fendrich
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
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With a shot at claiming the No.
1 ranking, Amelie Mauresmo
engaged Elena Dementieva in a
contest called, "Anything you can
do, I can do worse."
Mauresmo allowed an aching, ailing and double-faulting
Dementieva to come back from a
set and a break down to win their
miscue-marred U.S. Open quarterfinal 4-6,6-4,7-6(11 Tuesday.
Dementieva was treated for a
strained groin muscle in the first
set and for stomach problems in
the third, then needed IV fluids
for dehydration afterward.
"I had some occasions I didn't
take. So I am pretty disappointed
with that and a little bit angry
with myself," Mauresmo said. "I
just feel very, very disappointed."
How disappointing was the
tennis?
They combined for 24 double-faults, 82 unforced errors,
36 break points, and 14 service
breaks. And all that poor serving
wasn't exactly the result of going
for it: Dementieva had zero aces,
Mauresmo three.
"Her serve is maybe a little weak,
but then she's very quick and very
aware that she's going to have to
play a nice shot after," Mauresmo
said. "And that she did pretty
well today."
A victory would have guaranteed No. 2 Mauresmo of leading
the rankings for the first time.
That's because current No. 1
lustine Henin-Hardenne, the
defending Open champion, lost to
Nadia Petrova on Monday night.
In the wacky world of the
computer rankings, though,
Mauresmo still will climb to the
topdespite her loss, unless Lindsay
Davenport wins the tournament.
'iTiat would make Mauresmo only
the second woman to be No. 1
without winning a major.
She said she wasn't aware of
the chance to secure the top
spot Tuesday.
In the semifinals, No. 6
Dementieva will face No. 3 Serena
Williams or No. 8 Jennifer Capriati,
who played Tuesday night
before Andy Roddick took on
Tommy Robredo.
"I'm really looking forward to
my next match," said Dementieva,
who also reached the U.S. Open's
final four in 2000. "Both lennifer
and Serena are great players, and I
will try to play my best. I'm just so
happy to be in the semifinals."
Davenport plays 62nd-ranked
Shinobu Asagoe in a quarterfinal Wednesday, when the highlight is top-ranked Roger Federer
against two-time Open champ
Andre Agassi.
In men's fourth-round action

Tuesday, 2001 Open winner
i Jeyton Hewitt beat KarolBeck64,6-2,6-2 for his 14th win in a row.
and Tommy Haas beat Tomas
taoych 7-6 (6), 6-1. 7-5, erasing
three set points in the tiebreaker.
"I'm playing pretty solid tennis,
day in, day out." said Hewitt, who
hasn't dropped a set.
Dementieva showed serious
fortitude down the stretch. She
came out with her left thigh heavily swathed in white tape, then
took an injury timeout trailing5-4
in the first set to get treatment.
Mau resmo twice went ahead by
a set and a break—the same lead
the Frenchwoman wasted against
Williams in the Wimbledon semifinals.
In the ninth game of the last
set, Dementieva began pausing between points. At the next
changeover, she took another
timeout, this time because of
nausea. later, she tried to cool off
in the 80-degree heat by pouring
water on her neck.
The double-faults just kept
coming, 15 in all. including two
straight to hand Mauresmo a 4-3
lead in the third set. Dementieva's
long had trouble with that: After
hitting 10 in her loss to Anastasia
Myskina at Paris in the first allRussian major final, she said
between tears, "I don't know
how to serve."
Each toss is a bit of an adventure,
some so far from her body that she
needs to lean awkwardly to make
contact. Desperate to simply put
balls in play, she hit some slower
than 60 mph Tuesday — winning one point that began with a
57 mph softball.
If her problem is mechanical,
Mauresmo's might be mental.
She's acknowledged having problems with feeling pressure, particularly in front of her countrymen
at Roland Garros, and worked
with a psychologist.
She's been a quarterfinalist at
10 of the last 11 majors without
ever playing in a championship
match.Mauresmo'sbreakthrough
came at the 1999 Ausrralian Open,
where she reached the final, but
she's earned a reputation for
losing the big ones since.
As the match wore on,
Mauresmo grew tighter and tighter. By late in the match, when
Dementieva's movement was
limited, Mauresmo persisted in
hitting returns and other shots
right at her weary opponent
Mauresmo lost the last six
points, including a forehand
return 5 feet long on a 72 mph
offering, a forehand that sailed
long, and a backhand that flew
wide to end it.
"I feel I lost the match,"
Mauresmo said.
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Students eat their tuition, literally TheBG
LIVESTOCK. FROM PAGE 3

"All we see is the little package that comes to our cafeteria,"
Spellman says.
Here is how the program
works:
Students who demonstrate
a financial need can pay their
tuition costs with livestock.
Tuition is $11,200 per year, hut
the school only asks for $2,200
worth of hogs or cattle at nmi kit
rates. Typically, lindcnwpod officials say, that translates to about
15 300-pound hogs or two steers
weighing 1.200 pounds apiece.
The student's family then
delivers the animals to a nearby
U.S. Department of Agricultureapproved processor. Finding one
isn't a problem, Spellman says,
because "every one of these
little towns around us has a
meat-processing plant."
The school pays the processing
fees, and the animals emerge on
the other side as pork roast, sausage, hamburger or any of a number of carnivorous delicacies.
"Not only do the fanners benefit," says Spellman, unable to
resist using a line that has long
since become a punch line
around here, "but the students
eat high on the hog."
Since Spellman began the
program in 2000, nearly two
dozen students have taken
advantage of it.

One such student is Gina
Kientzy, a resident of tiny Silex in
eastern Missouri.
Kientzy, who lives on her parents' 1,000-acre farm, earned a
bachelor's degree in business in
2000 and a master's of business
administration one year later.
Now a graduate student, Kientzy
is on track to earn her master's in
education in December.
I he Hnrk for Tuition program,
through which she estimates her
family has given the school about
20 hogs per semester, "lias 1ICI|KII
tn'iiu'iiclously."
"I would have gone to college regardless, but I definitely
wouldn't have been able to do as
much its 1 have," says Kientzy, 26.
"All of my friends an' talking about
all of their college debt, and I don't
have that burden."
Some Undenwood officials
were skeptical when Spellman
proposed the program — as he
remembers it, "A few board members said, 'Oh, it will brand us
a cowtown school'" — but they
eventually came to embrace it.
Spellman doesn't come across
as a salesman. I le's not a huckster,
a marketing gum trying to dream
up the next gimmick to pump up
enrollment numbers.
1 lc just wants people to go to
college. 1 lc is so interested in the
students ill [.imlemvoml that he
shakes hands with each of them
before their freshman year.
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Qureia says attacks
will be justified
By Ibrahim Barzak
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

GAZA CITY, Gaza Strip —
Palestinian Prime Minister Ahmed
Qureia condemned an Israeli airstrike that killed 11 Hamas militants in unusually harsh tenns
yesterday, warning the attack
will invite a tough response from
the militant group and saying
retaliation will be "justified"
Palestinian officials ^aiil
Qurcia's comments reflected his
people's outrage as well as his
impatience with the political
paralysis within the Palestinian
Authority. They said Qureia told
Cabinet ministers he was so
frustrated he wants to resign.
The Israeli attack, which struck
a Hamas training camp in Gaza
City shortly after midnight, came
a week after Hamas suicide bombers blew up two Israeli buses in
the Israeli city of Beersheba,
killing 16 people.
The airstrike was one of the
deadliest of dozens Israel has
launched since fighting broke out
with the Palestinians four years
ago. Thousands of Palestinian
mourners in Gaza clamored for
revenge, and Hamas vowed to
avenge the attack
Qureia, speakingat a Palestinian
Cabinet meeting in the West
Bank city of Ranhllah, said he
was outraged.
"No crime goes unpunished,"
he said. "For sure there will be
retaliation, and the retaliation will
be justified if it happens."
Qureia's comments appeared
to reflect the Palestinian public's
anger over the airstrike. But a
government minister said Qureia
also was frustrated by his general
sense of powerlessness.
Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat
has repeatedly blocked efforts to
reform the corruption-plagued
Palestinian Authority, while Israeli
Prime Minister Ariel Sharon
refuses to negotiate with the
Palestinians.
"We as a Cabinet are not able
to do anything" the minister
quoted Qureia as saying "I am
going to Ararat. I will tell him we
can't wo* like this," Qureia said,
waving a resignation letter in
front of them.
It wasn't immediately clear
whether Qureia would follow
through on the threat. He has

made similar threats in die past
— and briefly stepped down In
My — only to back down under
prassunmSm Arafat
The Israeli helicopters struck
die Hamas camp with five missiles early yesterday, killing 14
militants and wounding 30 other
people. The army said the camp
located in the llamas stronghold of Shajalyeh In Gaza City,
was used to train militants to fire

mortars and rockets.
The attack sparked an outpouring of rage. Children
stayed home from school, and
black smoke billowed over the
city as students burned tires in
spontaneous demonstrations.
Some 30,000 people, including dozens of militants, joined a
funeral procession.
"Our response to this crime is
coming, God willing, and our twin
attack in Beersheba is only one
pan of many strikes to come," a
I lamas militant shouted over loud
speakers mounted on a car.
Since die current round of fighting with the Palestinians began in
September 2000, Israel has frequenfJy targeted militants
But yesterday's attack was one
of die deadliest. Hie strikes are
usually aimed at very specific targets — usually top leaders or militants on their way to an attack.
"No one is immune when he
carries out terrorist attacks against
Innocent Israeli civilians." Foreign
Minister Silvan Shalom said.
The airstrikes have enraged
the Palestinians and drawn
international criticism, particulariy because of the frequent
civilian casualties. Hamas said
all 14 people killed yesterday
were militants.
In Washington, Secretary of
State Colin Powell urged Israel and
the Palestinians to seek a way out
of their conflict. Of the airstrike,
Powell said, "I don't think they
(retaliatory raids) are very helpful.
The situation is very tragic.''
Egyptian foreign Minister
Ahmed Aboul Gheit condemned
die airstrike, saying it "raises
doubts about the real intentions
of the Israeli government."
Aboul Gheit was in the West
Bank on Monday to work on
preparations for the withdrawal
with the Palestinians.
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Services Offered
Ohio's new affordable online dating
service www sweetylinder.com
S4 99/mo.

Personals

Learn a skill lor life Take PEG 157
Western Horsemanship. Check us
out at Sandersonstablet.com
Semester Unlimited Tanning $65
One block Irom campus
Booths & Beds
Campus Tanning. 352-7889

Wanted
Fmdlay band with originals seeking
a female lead vocalist with ability to
write lyrics and melodies. Must be
able to commute to Findlay at least
1 -2 times a wk. at 3-4 hrs./session.
Experience preferred. Please call
Mike at 419-722-7931 or
Rick at 419-425-5930
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Rascal
Young men
Haberdashery or boutique
German gun
Polish text
Amazes
Fight site
Put on
Bee of Mayberry
Co-star of 39A
Krazy _
Facilitate
Leaflets
Mork's planet
Can. province
Hee follower
Let's go!
Jacob's twin
Flora and fauna
Classic TV sitcom
Amtrak's express train
Radar's favorite drink

41
47
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60
61

Rambler
Infamous Benedict
Bad imitation
Group of six
Clear out
Flower rmlders
Designer Donna
Move smoothly
Remove air from
pipes
Part of BYOB
Grinder
Emb. leader
More, musically
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1432 E. Wooiter, BG
(419) 352-4663
•dilinry iviilibleHouri:
Mm - 9pm Mondiy Sunday
Oiliviry lUm-Jptv Monday • Sandiy

PASTA & SUBS

Help Wanted

For Rent

For Rent

Get Paid For Your Opinions!
Earn $15 - $125 & more per survey!
www.moneyforsorveys.com

2 bdrm. furn. apt. NO smoking, NO
pets! Close to campus. Inclu. util.

Eflic. $250 mo. & util.
1 bdrm. $350 mo. & util. w/yd. A/C &
W. Call 419-352-4366

Student to work w/ non-verbal autistic 11 yr. old boy. $8 per hr. Will
train
Wkend. hrs. 419-836-5215. Millbury

For Sale
1996 Dodge Intrepid $3800 Great
condition! For more info, contact
Kevin Harrison 419-494-5273.
Ford Explorer 2000, 4 dr. very good
cond. with mileage ot only 78,400.
For sale now tor only $8,490. Call
now or leave msg. 419-450-7692

"Rooms available for $250/mo.
Includes all utilities
Call 419-353-0325.

Call 353-5074.
5 room house tor rent
Available Aug. 25

Great location 3-5 bdrm. house. All
appliances, w/d, gas. a/c. Pets possible. Lg. yard. Call 353-2382.

352-5822
724 S. COLLEGE
2 BR unlurn. apts. Range, relrig,
disnwasher. Tenants pay electric.
Starts at S400 mo. plus deposit
NO PETS! CALL
John Newlove Real Estate, Inc.
(419)354-2260

Perrysburg, easy access to I 75
Quiel 2 bdrm.. apt. 1 bath, water
incl., laundry lacil, security btdg.
S525-550 month. 734-850-0121.

KSK PROPERTIES
Currently Available
1 bedroom apts.:
130 University Ln.
625 1/2 N. Main, 303 1/2 S. Main St.
2 bedroom house:
132 Ada Ave
3 bedroom houses:
1 University Lane: 325 N Main
5 & 6 bedroom houses:
* 622 Fifth; 630 Elm
Call or slop in lor more intomation
419-353-APTS (2787)
427 Clough St. BG

Sobleaser needed 1 bdrm.. unfurnished. $325 ♦ all mils
Call 419-354-9740

Subleaser needed spring semester.
117 N. Main St. S300'mo.
Call Donny at 937-369-8067

Subleasing apt on 7th St.$475 to
take over. ASAP. 2 bdrm , can have
rmte. or can have to self. Call 419353-5466.
Two unique 2 bedrm. apts. in Victorian house. 427 N. Mam. 2nd & 3rd
fir. apts. $575 plus util.. S550 mcl
some util. Call for more into.
386-405-3318

3 bdrm. A/C and laundry. Lease lor
12 mo's., pay lor 11. $750 + util.
Call 419-353-8206

A

••fry '/(><//«j//,

Pork Loin

Babysitting in BG 3:15-6 pm M-F &
odd days/nights. $5.50/hr. Car
needed! Call Nina at 419-353-4465

Available from 4 pm 'nl 10 pm

Management Inc.
ASK ABOUT OUR
SPECIALS GOING
ONNOW

BACK TO SCHOOL OPENINGS
Flexible schedules around classes
GREAT PAY'!
Advancement opportunity
Conditions exist All ages 18*
Call 419-861-6134 or apply at

Roasted Pork Loin served with
Mashed Potatoes. Gravy. Cofnbre.'Kl
Stuffing. Vegetable and Coleslaw.

<M

17 HOT DESTINATIONS!
I rtf w,iK'
rlirllrmls

IFrt'f 1-Miirt
irl>

Call 353-5800

WQrklorsturjenis.coni

OPEN NOW
Hillsdale Apt,
1062 Fairview
• 2 bdrm apts * Ixlrni Twnha
• Dishwaahet
• Garbage Disposal

EARN CASH SHOPPING!
Seeking Mystery Shoppers to
evaluate local businesses. Flexible
work schedule. Perfect lor students!
(800)417-6416

• W.ishcr Dryer Hook-up
i j 3 bdrmj

• C.irportsTIOSI BUI Mop

Afi%CA

SALES CLERK
Wanted to assist management and
operations ol a 24 hr. adult retail
store. Must be able to work evenings and weekends. Call 419-2882131 tor info Must be 18 or older.

Evergreen Apt.
215 E. Poe
• Laundry <>n

MIC

• BGSU l»i- stop

/CtTfrCA
Heinzsite Apt.

6.

PaHnaillK-lll: !:*)•.««.MO,WJ
■"Midi: HUM hr llosd Orchid (K 1J):
! US', <:».;.«, 1950)
Of n WM«(I): !:«•, 4:50, 7:10.(10 051

163 South Main Street
Serum* Fine Food Since 19/2

1-2 3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only
$465!
• Ground floor ranch style
apartment with private

• Convenient on-site parking

• Dishwasher
• < terbage Disposal

I

3CA

.3
vwrrv SOUAM
MWmMTS

1 Horn* Depot

N

t

FREE

I EAT

Stop by the Office at
1045 N. Main St.
or check website
www.tneccahg.com

SHcWHM«<>ISIn>win,i:
MdnStHnim-lim lmn.li>.>
I ItHnSffamiOfc'itti IpauMh
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for complete listing
for next year.

OPENINGS

• Pets welcome

7
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Back to School

• Laundry facilities

M.KMI DiariH] {K): US', 4:20.7:00. (9:B)

n oaaof laovjiMritr ■ M*M4*

r

$12.25

■ Spacious kitchen

• CAN WALK TO CAMPUS

WHkout• raMt<(PC-1>): I is'.I B.7:H,(9:H>

SBB Slimiu Brunk
[www stmlBtitciiv coin

base-appt.

• Patio

710 N. Enterprise
• 2 bdrms
• washer Dryer in 2 Ixlrms

Maxim Em*.

On selected floor plans

entrance

• 2 Ixlrms

Ul

CAMPUS REPS
'ANTED

Miutmrm In.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED!
Make Up to S3O0 Per Shift!
No Previous Experience Required.
Flexible Schedules Available.
FUN and UPBEAT Environment.
Call Now 1-800-714-4060

CINEMA 5

Track figures
Basic education trio
Large vessel
Writer Follett
Ritually pure, in Judaism
At any time
CIA adversary, once
Co-star of 39A
High spot
Comment from a klutz
Hawk's home
Ancient Greek weight
Pear-shaped instrument
One-for-one deal
Melville's Billy
Prohibitionists
Divided into sectors

<t

Babysitter needed 10 min. Irom BG.
Tues. and Thurs. 10:00 AM to 5 PM.
419-823-3408

S.SMU, lo* fat vVH nun mm

Loose
Roman senate
Emissary
Repair
Supplication
John L. or Jerry Lee
Fred Astaire's sister
Use a rotary phone
Vigorous conflict
Madras mystic
Domestic unit
Possess
Winter hours in L.A.
Respond to an alarm
Suspect story
Evaluated
Influences
"The _ lama he's a
priest..."
Blackjack tie
Dick or Petula
Intro to economics?
Bust the budget
E-mailed
"Biography" channel
Wrinkle remover
Baltimore gridder

V

For Rent

Babysitter needed
Mon S Tues.6-9, Fri. 3:30-5. $7/hr.
Call after 5pm 352-5068

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
21
22
26
27
28
29
31
32
33
35
36
38
40
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Help Wanted
'BARTENDING' S300/day potential.
No exp necessary. Training provided Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.
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Spring Break 2005 with STS, America's #1 Student Tour Operator. Hiring campus reps. Catl 'or group discounts. Into/Reservations 1-800-648
4849. www.f

'■■

■
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"

1

'"'1 Spring Break Website! Lowest prices guaranteed. Book 11 people, get 12th trip tree! Group discounts lor 6.wwyv.SprlngBreaKDIi
COUntf.COffl or 800-838-8202.
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Rummage Sale
. Trinity United Methodist Church.
Corner ot Summit & Court Sts.
Bowling Green
Thurs. Sept. 9, trom 9am-6pm.
Fri. Sept. 10. 9am-4pm, 1/2 price
day. Sat. Sept. 11. 9am-noon
$2.00 bag day

-

'

'
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City Events

In an effort to better serve students,
The Student Health Service is ottering New and Extended hours lor the
Fall Semester: Mon. Tues., Thurs ,
& Fri-8 00 am-5:30 pm and Wed.
9:20 am-7:30 pm

DEADLY AIRSTRIKE: Palestinian mourners chant slogans as they walk
during the funeral for fourteen Hamas militants killed in an Israeli missile
strike, in Gaza City, yesterday. Israeli helicopters attacked a Hamas
training camp in Gaza City, killing 14 militants.

' .
"
'
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$450 Group Fundraiser
Scheduling Bonus
4 hours ol your groups' time PLUS
our free (yes. tree) fundraising solutions EQUALS S1.000-S2.000 in
earnings lor your group. Call
TODAY lor a $450 bonus when you
schedule your non-sales fundraiser
with CampusFundraiser. Contact
CampusFundraiser. (888) 923-3238,
or visit
www.campuslundraiser com

Khahl Hamn -■ ■■ •

p*"5y*<

brought to you by

Flexible schedules
around classes
Advancement opportunity.
Conditions exist
All ages 18+
<* 419-861-6134

419-353-7715 til

www.workforstudents.com

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

10 Wednesday. September 8.2004
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DO YOU VALUE...

DO YOU WANT TO BE PART OF AN
ORGANIZATION THAT...

♦ Brotherhood/Sisterhood
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♦ Leadership

Raised over $77,000 for various charities last semester

X

l

♦ Service

Performed over 12,300 hours of community service last
semester

n

3

3"
3.

♦ Scholarship

Has 64% of its membership involved in other student
organizations

I■
u
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Learn More About Greek Life At The Following Events...

RUITMENT KICKOFF!

n

Wednesday, September 8 • 7pm-1 Opm
Olscamp 101

e
c

5

All 42 Chapters will be represented!

i

2

MEET THE GREEKS

I

Thursday, September 16 • 6pm-8pm
Multipurpose Room, BTSU
Meet the members ofBGSU's NPHCand GIB Communities which include the
Divine Nine, Sigma Lambda Gamma National Sorority, Inc., Sigma Lambda
Beta International Fraternity, Inc., and Delta Chi Phi Multicultural Sorority

10
Greek Recruitment
Kickoff,
8-10, Olscamp
(all 42 chapters
will be present)

12
Panhellenic Recruitment Philanthropy Round
10am-6pm
(10 rounds)
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19

13

14
IFC Recruitment
Open Houses
6-9pm

IFC Recruitment
Open Houses
6-9pm

20

IS
IFC Recruitment
Open Houses
6-9pm

21

Panhellenic
Potential New
Member
Orientation
IFC Recruitment
Open Houses
6-9pm

Panhellenic
Recruitment
Open House Round
6-10pm
(6 rounds)

16

23

BGSU Football vs.
SE Missouri State

17

18
Panhellenic
Recruitment
Preference Round
12-4pm
(3 rounds)

NPHC and GIB
Meet the Greeks
6-8pm
Multi-Purpose Room
BTSU

22

Panhellenic
Recruitment Open
House Round
9am-4pm

24

25

Panhellenic
Recruitment Bid
Day
1-2pm
BTSU

Residence Life - Greek Affairs Mission Statement:
Building a premier Fraternity and Sorority Community in North America
utilizing continuous improvement that provides the following:
1. A quality undergraduate residential experience for the housed fraternities and sororities.
2. A complete quality undergraduate fraternity and sorority experience that builds
community among all Greeks and that emphasizes our founding principles of:
Scholarship, Service, Leadership, Brotherhood/Sisterhood
3. A commitment to furthering the Greek Advising profession through a quality graduate
preparatory experience, research, conference attendance and presentation and national leadership.

\ W

Greek
su
Office of Residence Life

For more information, check out www.GreekBGSU.com
or talk to any member of the Greek Community

3 "David LcttermannB John Wayne* Warren Beatty■ Woody HarrelsonBBob Barker*Harrison Ford"Boyd Tinsely"Dr. SuessBJohn GoodmanBOrel HershiserHMary Peterson

